it is interior if it is light and open. Let R2 denote the oriented plane, let .S1 denote the unit circle in R2, let S2 denote the oriented two-sphere with a distinguished point " ■»," and let E2 denote the closed unit disk in P2. An interior extension of a mapping 8: Sl-*R2 is a mapping/:
£2-*52 such that / is sense-preserving and interior on the open two-cell and /[ S1 = 8. If/ is an interior extension of 5: S1->P2 and f(a) = oo , then a is called a pole of/.
A mapping 5: S1->P2 is called a regular immersion if 5 is C1 and §'(t) 7*0 on Sl. An image point S(t) is called a vertex if 8(t) has exactly two preimages and the corresponding tangent vectors are linearly independent.
A regular immersion is called a normal immersion (Whitney [12, p. 281] ) if it has a finite number of vertices and all other image points have exactly one pre-image. The tangent winding number t(8) of a normal immersion 5 is defined to be the topological degree of the Gauss map 8'(t)/\ 8'(t)\ of S1 into S1. Let n(8) denote the number of vertices of 5.
Titus [8] has given an algorithm which determines when a normal immersion 5 has an interior extension /: E2-*R2. For those normal immersions which have interior extensions without poles, Marx [5] determines the minimum number of branch points needed and their multiplicities. This is part of the problem (Morse [6, p. 76] ) of determining the branch points, poles, and zeros of interior mappings of a two-cell into a two-sphere. In this paper we show that every normal immersion 8: S1->R2 has an interior extension f:E2->S2 with at most one pole and such that the multiplicity of this pole is at most %(n(8) -t (8) result due to Morse [6, p. 74] which shows that to every regular analytic closed curve T there exists a meromorphic function G on E2 such that the image of Sl under G is T. His proof, however, gives no control on the number of zeros, poles, or branch points of G. We further prove that if a normal immersion S admits an interior extension with no poles, then S1 can be reparametrized in such a way that 5 has a polynomial extension of degree less than or equal to §(n(5) +t(5) +1).
Notation and definitions will be as in [4] unless otherwise specified.
2. Main results. [p, q\. Suppose h is a homeomorphism of S1 onto C. Let hn denote the curve 2^"=i qqih); that is, hn is the w-fold product of h with itself with the usual product for paths. Define the curve v = 8 aug re, h, 7, p, q by V = A" + qpi-y) + ppio) + pqiy).
We will suppress any of h, 7, p, q in the notation if it is clear from the context what they are. We define 5 aug 0, h, 7, p, q to be the mapping 5. Definition 2. If 5: S1->P2 has an interior extension to E2 that maps into R2, i.e., the extension has no poles, then 5 is an interior boundary. Suppose the theorem is true for any normal mapping with <« vertices. Let 5: 51->P2 be normal with n vertices.
Select a Jordan curve C with [S]CIns C and let h be a homeomorphism of S1 onto C. Pick p on the outer boundary of 5 and let qEC. Suppose 7 is a parametrization of an arc from p to q. Beginning at p, trace along 5 until the first vertex, say r, is encountered. Then r will also be on the outer boundary of 5. Let n and r2 be the two prei mages of r under 5 on S1. These two points divide Sl into two arcs A\ and A2; say that A\ is the arc that contains the point f~x(p). Let gj be a mapping of A, onto S1 that is one-to-one on Aj-\r\, r2\ with gj(ri) =gj(r2), J = l, 2. Then 8' = 8og]'1 is a normal mapping with Wy<w vertices, j = 1, 2. (Actually, 5J' is not differentiable at gj(n), but we smooth the corner to obtain a normal mapping.) We note here that m + n2^n-l and t(81)+t(82) =t (8) . Let /3 be a parametrization of the arc rp ( -8) . By the induction hypothesis, there exist nonnegative integers mi and m2 such that OTy^|(wy-t(8') + 1),j= 1, 2, and 51 aug mi, h, 7, £, q and 52 aug tm2, h, $+ 7, T", g are interior boundaries.
Then there exist disks D\ and P>2 and interior mappings/-: Dj-*R2,j = 1,2, such that/i extends 51 aug Wi and/2 extends 52 aug m2.
We must make cases depending on whether m2 = 0 or m2>0, i.e., whether 52 is or is not an interior boundary. First assume m2>0.
If mi>0, take K to be the arc of Boundary P>i such that f\\K describes the curve qp(-y)-\-pr (8) and take L to be the arc of Boundary D2 such that/2|L describes the curve rp( -8)-\-pq(y). If mi = 0, take K to be the arc of Boundary D\ such that/i| K describes the curve pr (8) and take L to be the arc of Boundary D2 such that f2|P describes the curve rp( -8) =rp(B). In either case, let D be the disk obtained as a decomposition space of D1UD2, whose nondegenerate elements are all sets of the form {x, y}, where xEK, yEL, and fi(x)=f2(y). Let <£ :P>iWZ>2->£> be the natural projection. Define a map/: D-+P2 by f(z) =f,<j>-1(z), where j=l if zG0(-Di) and/= 2 if zE4>(Dz). Then / is interior [10, Theorem 9, p. 336] and extends 8 aug m!+m2, h, 7, p, q. Now we consider the case where 52 is an interior boundary, i.e., where m2 = 0. The method of gluing D\ and D2 together used in the previous paragraph will not work here and a different method is needed. First we note that 82 can only be an interior boundary when
where 5(0 =f (t) +ir)(t), a is the first preimage of r encountered as the circle is traversed in the positive orientation from 5-l(£), and b is the second preimage of r so encountered.
Intuitively speaking, the above condition means that standing at p facing along 5 in the direction that 5 is going, the curve crosses transversely at r from left to right. If the above determinant is negative, then points near r have negative winding number with respect to 52; hence 52 cannot be an interior boundary, as interior boundaries have nonnegative winding number. Let A be an arc of S1 containing a such that 5 maps A homeomorphically; similarly chose B containing 6. Let e: [0, l]->P2 be such that By the induction hypothesis, 51 aug Wi is an interior boundary. Also, we are assuming that 52 is an interior boundary.
Without loss of generality we may suppose that there exist interior mappings /,•: E2->P2, j = l, 2, such that/i extends 5l aug mi and/2 extends 52. Since e lies to the left of both 51 and 52 at r, we may use [4, Theorem 1, p. 49] to claim the existence of arcs Pi and T2 in E2 such that, for j = 1 or 2, Tj intersects S1 at one end point and/,-maps Tj homeomorphically onto [e] . Again without loss of generality assume that Pi = T2= {zGE2|z real, O^z^l}.
Furthermore, we assume that for z in Pi = T2, /i(z) =/2(z). Then we define a map / on E2 as follows: Two normal immersions 8 and 77 are said to be diffeomorphically equivalent if there exist sense-preserving diffeomorphisms h: Sl-tS1 and H: S2->S2 such that 8=H orj oh. Let E be an equivalence class of diffeomorphically equivalent normal immersions and let p = Min/£B ra/(oo). Since r and ra are numerical invariants
[ll], the theorem shows that n~^2p +t -1. Thus, the inequality is independent of the parametrization chosen. Remark 4. For each natural number n there exists a normal immersion 5 for which the inequality of Corollary 1 is exact (N/( °°) can be arbitrarily large). This can be seen by considering the normal immersions represented in Figure 2 for the cases n = 1, 2, and 3. The generalization to any n is obvious. Remark. Titus [8, p . 61] asks a related and perhaps more difficult question. Characterize all normal 5: S1->R2 with the property that there exists a homeomorphism H: S1-*S1 and polynomial P of degree m such that 8-PoH.
Titus conjectures that such a 5 has at most im -l)2 vertices.
3. A folded ribbon theorem. In this section we use Theorem 1 to obtain an analogue of the Folded Ribbon Theorem of G. Francis [2] .
Definition.
Suppose a, /3: S1-*R2 are differentiable mappings. A differentiable increasing homotopy from a to j3 is a differentiable mapping H: S^I-^R2 such that
(1) H(x, 0) =a(x) all xES1; H(x, 1) =/3(x) all xESK (2) H is locally one-to-one on a neighborhood of S'X {0, 1}. (3) The Jacobian of H is nonnegative.
In case the Jacobian of His strictly positive, we call H a positive monotone regular homotopy ( = monotopy). The definition of a differentiable increasing homotopy is equivalent to the one given in [9] ; this equivalence can be established using the results of that paper.
Theorem
[9]. There exists a differentiable increasing homotopy from a to & if and only if (a, j8) is an a-boundary.
Francis [2] proves the following theorem, called the Folded Ribbon Theorem.
Theorem.
Given two regular mappings a, j3: 51->P2 with the same tangential winding number, there exist a regular mapping v: S1-»P2 and monotopies G and H suck that G is a monotopy from a to r] and H is a monotopy from /3 to r\.
We prove here an analogue of the Folded Ribbon Theorem replacing monotopy by differentiable increasing homotopy. Theorem 2. Given two regular mappings a, |3: S1->R2, there exist a differentiable mapping rj: S1-*R2, a differentiable increasing homotopy G from a to r\, and a differentiable increasing homotopy H from j3 to v.
Proof.
By the above mentioned theorem of Titus we need only find a mapping n such that (a, rj) and (j3, v) are a-boundaries.
It follows from [2, Proposition 1, p. 264] that there exist normal mappings a* and /3* such that (a, at*) and (ft, /3*) are a-boundaries.
By Theorem 1 and Lemma 5.3 [4, p. 54] (a*, -h") and (/?*, -h2) are a-boundaries for hi and h2 describing suitably chosen Jordan curves and ra and m positive integers. Say that m^n.
Without loss of generality we may assume that the image of hi is contained in the bounded component of the plane complement of the image of h2. It is a straightforward induction argument to verify that (/j™, h") is an a-boundary; whence, ( -h\, -h™) is an a-boundary. Using [10, Theorem 9, p. 336], if (a, a*), (a*, -h"), ( -hnu -h2) are a-boundaries, then (a, -h2) is an a-boundary. Similarly (j3, -h2) is an a-boundary.
Take y\= -h2 and the theorem is proved.
